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Robotic-assisted internal fixation of hip fractures:
a fluoroscopy-based intraoperative registration
technique

I Browbank, K Bouazza-Marouf* and J Schnabler
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Loughborough University, Leicestershire UK

Abstract: The internal fixation of proximal femoral (hip) fractures is the most frequently performed
orthopaedic surgery procedure. When using a sliding compression hip screw, a commonly used fixation
device, accurate positioning of the device within the femoral neck–head is achieved by initially drilling
a pilot hole. A cannulated component of the hip screw is then inserted over the guide wire (surgical
drill bit), which is used to drill the pilot hole. However, in practice, this fluoroscopically controlled
drilling process is severely complicated by a depth perception problem and, as such, a surgeon can
require several attempts to achieve a satisfactory guide wire placement. A prototype robotic-assisted
orthopaedic surgery system has therefore been developed, with a view to achieving accurate right-
first-time guide wire insertions. This paper describes the non-invasive digital X-ray photogrammetry-
based registration technique which supports the proposed robotic-assisted drilling scenario. Results
from preliminary laboratory (in vitro) trials employing this registration technique indicate that the
cumulative error associated with the entire X-ray guided robotic system is within acceptable limits
for the guide wire insertion process.

Keywords: robotic-assisted orthopaedic surgery, intraoperative registration, digital X-ray
photogrammetry

1 INTRODUCTION the broken bone fragments to their anatomically correct
positions, a process which is frequently complicated by
rotation of the displaced femoral head relative to theThe generic term ‘hip fracture’ is used to describe any
shaft. Having obtained axial and rotational alignmentfracture at the proximal (upper) end of the femur. Given
of the broken bone fragments, a suitable stabilizationthat the femur (thigh bone) is the strongest bone in the
technique is then applied to ensure that reduction ishuman body such fractures are rare in adults under the
maintained throughout the natural bone healing process.age of 50 years old [1]. However, due to a combination
Over a period of months, the continuity of the proximalof age-related factors, the most notable of which are the
femur is then restored by the formation and progressiveeffects of osteoporosis and an increased risk of sustaining
hardening of a callus at the fracture site.a fall, above the age of 50 the incidence of hip fractures

In relation to hip fractures, the preferred fracture stab-increases exponentially and eventually reaches very high
ilization technique is internal fixation (osteosynthesis).rates of fracture among people in their seventies and
Internal fixation procedures involve the surgical inser-eighties [2]. In view of the advanced age of a typical
tion of mechanical fixation devices (e.g. screws, pins,patient, the hip fracture constitutes a very serious injury
plates or nails) into the broken bone fragments. Theseand is associated with high rates of morbidity and
fixation devices then remain inside the patient for themortality.
duration of the bone healing process and are ideallyThe orthopaedic treatment of hip fractures involves a
removed following radiographic confirmation of solidthree-stage process: reduction, stabilization and bone
union of the fracture site. The type of fixation device(s)healing. The term reduction refers to the restoration of
used during a hip fracture procedure depends upon the
location of the fracture site. The most common site forThe MS was received on 13 January 1999 and was accepted after revision

for publication on 18 March 1999. a hip fracture is in the trochanteric region [3], i.e. near
* Corresponding author: Department of Mechanical Engineering,

but outside the capsule of the hip joint. The implantLoughborough University, Loughborough, Leicestershire LE11 3TU,
UK. design which achieves the best results with these extra-
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capsular hip fractures is the sliding compression hip guide wire insertion process is severely complicated by
a depth perception problem. In an attempt to improvescrew.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the sliding compression the accuracy and repeatability of the internal fixation of
hip fractures, the robotic-assisted surgery scenariohip screw is a two-piece device consisting of a lag screw

and an angled plate. The cannulated lag screw is described in Section 3 has therefore been investigated
[9, 10]. In order to implement such a scenario, a regis-designed to be inserted into the femoral neck–head with

the aid of a guide wire (pilot drill bit). The angled plate tration technique must initially be employed to establish
the intraoperative locations, with respect to a commonis then attached to the lateral cortex of the proximal

femur, using a series of screws, with its barrel containing coordinate system, of the patient, the X-ray imaging
equipment and the robotic manipulator. A trajectorythe unthreaded portion of the lag screw. As such, the

lag screw is free to slide within the barrel of the angled planning process must then be performed with respect
to this common coordinate system. With a view to pro-plate, thus allowing controlled impaction of the fracture

site, while at the same time maintaining a constant viding a clinically acceptable solution to these problems,
an intraoperative registration technique based uponfemoral neck-shaft angle (typically 135°).

Although the sliding compression hip screw provides X-ray photogrammetry principles has been developed.
Section 4 therefore provides an in-depth discussion ofmore reliable stabilization than any other osteosynthesis

device, post-operative follow-up studies frequently the acquisition and rapid analysis of digital X-ray ‘regis-
tration’ images.reveal fixation failure rates of the order of 10 per cent.

In practice, the majority of these fixation failures tend
to occur as a result of the lag screw cutting through the
femoral head–neck [4]. By evaluating radiographs taken
immediately after surgery, several studies have been able 2 THE GUIDE WIRE INSERTION PROBLEM
to demonstrate that the probability that such a ‘cut-out’
occurs is directly related to the initial position of the lag Assuming that satisfactory reduction of the fracture site
screw within the femoral head [4–8]. In other words, the can be obtained, the internal fixation of a hip fracture
accuracy of the lag screw insertion process, which in turn using a sliding compression hip screw will proceed as
is dictated by the accuracy of the guide wire insertion follows [11]:
process, effectively dictates the outcome of the surgical
procedure. (a) surgical access (skin incision and muscle retraction);

(b) guide wire insertion;Unfortunately, as outlined in Section 2, the existing

Fig. 1 Internal fixation of a hip fracture using a sliding compression hip screw
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(c) reaming and tapping of the proximal femur (over oscopy unit full access to the fractured hip. This intraop-
the guide wire); erative X-ray imaging device consists of an X-ray tube

(d) insertion of the lag screw (over the guide wire) (the housing and an image intensifier housing mounted
guide wire is then removed); directly opposite one another on a C-shaped arc. By

(e) insertion and attachment (using four screws) of the rotating this arc through 90°, it is possible to obtain both
angled plate. postero-anterior (PA) (back-to-front) and lateral-to-

medial (side-to-side) views of the fractured hip.As previously described, with regard to post-operative
However, the use of two-dimensional X-ray images toresults, the guide wire insertion process is the most criti-

guide a three-dimensional surgical drilling process incurscal of these invasive stages. A typical guide wire consists
a depth perception problem. A trial-and-error insertionof a stainless steel rod 2–3 mm in diameter and approxi-
technique is therefore currently adopted, with the guidemately 200 mm long, with a threaded trocar tip. As a
wire’s progress being monitored at intermediate stagesprerequisite to satisfactory lag screw placement, this
by acquiring both a PA and a lateral-to-medial view.specialized drill bit must be inserted into the femoral
Unfortunately, inexperienced orthopaedic surgeons canneck–head at a fixed angle to the femoral shaft (usually
encounter great difficulties when trying to perform this135°), and to an appropriate depth. As a consequence,
highly subjective fluoroscopically guided insertion tech-having mounted the guide wire in an air-powered surgi-
nique. Given that an individual’s hand–eye coordinationcal drill, it is generally inserted with the aid of a hand-
and visuospatial ability are inherent skills, it is also poss-held angle (drill ) guide which is held in contact with the
ible that an individual surgeon’s performance may notlateral femoral cortex.
improve with experience. As a consequence, it is notThe difficulties currently experienced by orthopaedic
unusual for several attempts to be required in order tosurgeons when attempting to insert a guide wire arise
achieve satisfactory positioning of the guide wire.due to an unavoidable reliance upon intraoperative

This failure to perform right-first-time guide wireX-ray imaging. Once the tip of the guide wire has been
insertions has many implications. As each subsequentdrilled into the promixal femur, there is obviously no
attempt prolongs the duration of the surgical procedure,direct visualization of its trajectory. Intraoperative X-ray
the patient’s intraoperative blood loss and the risk ofimaging (fluoroscopy) therefore provides the only means
infection are both increased. The additional anaestheticof monitoring the progress of the guide wire as it is
received by the patient also has a detrimental effect uponadvanced into the femoral neck–head. As a result, the
post-operative recovery. However, it is the fact that aguide wire insertion process is currently performed in
less than ‘ideal’ guide wire placement may eventuallythe manner shown in Fig. 2.
have to be accepted after several insertion attempts, lead-The patient is positioned on an orthopaedic fracture

table in such a way as to allow a mobile C-arm fluor- ing to an increased probability of fixation failure, which

Fig. 2 Fluoroscopic guidance of the guide wire insertion process
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gives the most cause for concern. Therefore, in relation process is provided in the remaining sections of this
paper.to accuracy and repeatability, the existing guide wire

insertion technique leaves considerable scope for
improvement.

4 INTRAOPERATIVE REGISTRATION

3 ROBOTIC-ASSISTED GUIDE WIRE The proposed robotic-assisted surgery scenario requires
INSERTIONS a robotic manipulator to position a guide wire (or a drill

guide) accurately in relation to the patient’s skeletal
anatomy (proximal femur). Since direct access to theUnder the proposed surgical scenario, only the guide

wire insertion stage of the hip fracture repair procedure patient’s skeleton is limited to the extent of the surgical
incision, the patient’s location with respect to the robotichas been targeted for robotic assistance. The robotic

manipulator will therefore be introduced following manipulator must be determined indirectly using X-ray
images. This calibration or registration process thereforereduction of the hip fracture and will be coarsely aligned

with the patient’s injured hip. Intraoperative registration requires the extraction of three-dimensional measure-
ments from two-dimensional X-ray images and, as such,and trajectory planning will then be established using

the fluoroscopy-based techniques described in Section 4. falls within the scope of the X-ray photogrammetry field
of research.Computer-controlled fine positioning of the manipulator

will then allow alignment of an actuated drilling unit X-ray photogrammetry techniques work by introduc-
ing artificial calibration features (fiducials) into theend effector, or a manipulator-mounted drill guide, with

this ideal drilling trajectory [10 ]. Having successfully standard radiographic views. The acquisition of these
calibration images is generally achieved by surroundinginserted the guide wire, the manipulator will be removed

from the vicinity of the patient, thus allowing the remain- the anatomical region of interest with a radiolucent
framework, into which a regular array of radiopaqueing stages of the procedure to be carried out in the usual

manner by the orthopaedic surgeon. (typically metallic) fiducial markers have been inlaid. In
practice, the patient–calibration frame combination willBecause of the overriding need to maintain patient

and surgical staff safety and to comply with surgical then be imaged using one of the imaging geometries illus-
trated in Fig. 4. Knowledge of the actual dimensions ofsterility criteria, the intraoperative use of a commercially

available robot is not advisable. A custom-built robotic the fiducial arrays, coupled with their measured image
coordinates, then allows calibration of the photogram-manipulator has therefore been manufactured, with a

view to performing a laboratory-based investigation metry system. A triangulation-based reconstruction
technique can then be applied to reconstruct the three-of the robotic-assisted guide wire insertion scenario

described above [10 ]. In addition to providing the four dimensional locations of target points appearing in the
imaged anatomy.degrees of freedom required to align a drill guide with a

pre-computed drilling trajectory, the application specific The application of X-ray photogrammetry principles
to the guide wire insertion process has led to the adop-kinematic configuration of this prototype manipulator

also incorporates an automatic drilling unit (fifth degree tion of the registration scenario depicted in Fig. 5. Under
this scenario, the manipulator is used to hold an anatom-of freedom). A strain gauge force sensor within this drill-

ing unit allows quantification of the drilling process, ically compatible calibration frame in the vicinity of the
patient’s proximal femur (not shown in Fig. 5). PA andthrough the provision of force feedback data. Initial test

results indicate that the use of force feedback could play lateral-to-medial images of this patient–frame combin-
ation can then be acquired by the C-arm fluoroscopya major role in the safety protocol for an automated

guide wire insertion scenario [12]. unit, thus allowing a registration strategy based upon
three arbitrarily allocated coordinate systems to beThe prototype robotic system is illustrated in Fig. 3,

which shows the integration of the whole system. In implemented.
The most important of these frames of reference is theaddition to the manipulator, the other major system

component is a PC-based machine vision unit, which MCS, which effectively defines the common (operating
room) coordinate system. Accordingly, the ultimate aimconsists of a frame grabber card and procedure specific

software modules. By establishing a video link between of the registration–trajectory planning process is to accu-
rately define drilling trajectories with respect to thisthis frame grabber card and the C-arm unit it is possible

to sample the video signal from the image intensifier MCS. In accordance with most robotic applications, the
origin of the MCS has been allocated to a non-movinghousing, thus allowing ‘digital’ X-ray images to be

acquired intraoperatively. Having acquired the standard part of the manipulator’s base. Following calibration of
the manipulator, the location of the end effector canPA and lateral images in a digital format, image enhance-

ment and analysis algorithms can then be applied to therefore be calculated in real time, with respect to the
MCS, by applying forward kinematics to the manipu-extract the appropriate registration data rapidly. A more

detailed account of the practicalities of this registration lator’s encoder readings.
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Fig. 3 Block diagram of the prototype robotic system (PC, personal computer)

Fig. 4 X-ray photogrammetry imaging geometries

Since the radiolucent calibration frame is rigidly ario, problems which are not encountered during con-
ventional X-ray photogrammetry applications have hadattached to the end effector of the manipulator, a spatial

transformation can be established between the CFCS to be addressed. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the vast majority
of X-ray photogrammetry applications are radiographyand the MCS. Given that the CFCS is defined by the

radiopaque fiducial markers embedded in the calibration ( X-ray film) based. Owing to the delay incurred by the
film development process, such a technique is obviouslyframe, and that these fiducial markers are superimposed

on the fluoroscopic images, the calibration frame there- unsuitable for intraoperative use. In order to avoid pro-
longing the surgical procedure, the more technicallyfore fulfils an intermediary role, allowing an image–

world (or vice versa) transformation to be determined demanding option of fluoroscopy-based digital X-ray
photogrammetry has therefore been investigated. As dis-indirectly.

However, in order to implement this registration scen- cussed in Section 4.1, the adoption of this methodology
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lated or sterilized. For simplicity, isolation of the cali-
bration frame is the preferred option. Covering the frame
in sterile plastic draping, a technique which is currently
employed to isolate the X-ray source and image intensi-
fier housings of the C-arm unit, prevents contamination
by isolating the frame from the ‘sterile’ areas of the
operating room. However, if the use of isolation draping
proves to be problematic, a preliminary investigation has
also shown that an ‘autoclave-compatible’ calibration
frame can be manufactured from materials with appro-
priate thermal, corrosion resistance and water absorp-
tion properties.

In addition to the sterility issue, a C-arm compatibility
problem has also had to be addressed. Given that sur-
rounding the lower torso with a four-sided calibra-
tion frame is not a viable option, conventional X-ray
photogrammetry studies of the hip joint employ the
stereo imaging geometry depicted in Fig. 4b [13–15 ].
Unfortunately, a feasibility study revealed that the imag-
ing geometry of the mobile C-arm fluoroscopy unit is
not well suited to stereo X-ray photogrammetry of the
hip. The bulky calibration frame which is required to
support the stereo configuration also leads to compati-
bility problems in relation to both the robotic manipu-
lator and the operating table.

In order to provide an ‘operating-room-compatible’
method of quantifying the fluoroscopic examination pro-

Fig. 5 The fluoroscopy-based intraoperative registration cess, an alternative to the ‘classical’ stereo X-ray photo-
scheme (IDCS, image display coordinate system; grammetry technique has therefore had to be developed.
CFCS, calibration frame coordinate system; MCS,

As can be appreciated from Fig. 6, the calibration framemanipulator coordinate system)
which supports this new examination technique employs
an inverted L-shaped structure to introduce fiducial mar-
kers into the standard (PA and lateral-to-medial )initially raises a number of interesting problems in
fluoroscopic images. As a consequence, the term ‘gammarelation to the provision of a suitable calibration frame.
frame’ or ‘C frame’ has been adopted to describe thisThe use of a frame grabber to digitize the intraoper-
configuration.ative fluoroscopic images means that the imaged

Positioning this anatomically compatible C framelocations of the fiducial markers are measured in terms
around the patient, in the manner shown in Fig. 7 intro-of pixels, with respect to an IDCS. The first task of the
duces a pair of calibration plates above the hip, and aregistration–trajectory planning process is to extract
second pair of calibration plates to the lateral side of thethese measurements from the relevant registration
hip. Given that the patient’s proximal femur is notimages. Semi-automatic image analysis algorithms (out-
located between these calibration plates, it does not lielined in Section 4.2) have therefore been developed to
within the true calibrated volume. As a consequence, theallow rapid intraoperative data extraction. Having
subsequent photogrammetric reconstruction processextracted this ‘raw’ image data, an image distortion com-
involves a series of extrapolation-based calculations and,pensation technique (described in Section 4.4) must then
as such, deviates from established photogrammetricbe applied, in order to correct for the highly non-linear
principles.imaging properties of the C-arm fluoroscopy unit. The

Although this extrapolation-based technique is not astrajectory planning process can then be performed with
accurate as the classical (interpolation-based) X-raythe aid of the image matching technique described in
photogrammetry approach, test results (discussed inSection 4.3.
Section 5) indicate that the resulting loss of precision is
‘acceptable’ in relation to the accuracy requirements of
the guide wire insertion process. The C frame therefore4.1 Calibration frame design
represents a ‘compromise’ solution which provides
reconstruction errors of the order of 1 mm (or better),The proposed intraoperative use of an X-ray photogram-

metry calibration frame, in close proximity to the while at the same time offering significant advantages in
terms of intraoperative ease of use (i.e. quicker set-uppatient, requires a frame design that can be either iso-
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Fig. 6 The ‘gamma’ X-ray photogrammetry calibration frame

Fig. 7 C-frame positioning in relation to patient anatomy

times, better robot compatability and compliance with tion of the image coordinate data must be performed
with the minimum level of user intervention. A semi-sterility criteria).
automatic digital image analysis scheme has therefore
been implemented to ‘scan’ the four imaged calibration
plates of the C frame rapidly.4.2 Semi-automatic image analysis

From the software perspective, the image analysis pro-
In order to perform the photogrammetric reconstruction cess can be significantly simplified through the provision
process, two sets of accurate input data are required: the of a carefully considered fiducial pattern. Previous
real-world (millimetre) coordinates of the fiducial mark- research [16 ] suggests that the design (size, shape, etc.)
ers embedded in the radiolucent plates of the calibration of fiducial markers can have a significant effect upon the
frame, and their corresponding (pixel ) coordinates in accuracy of the image measurement process. With a view
the intraoperative images. Given the time constraints to superimposing isolated circular markers on the intra-

operative fluoroscopic images, grid patterns consistingassociated with an intraoperative application, extrac-
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of stainless steel ball-bearings have been embedded into 4.3 Trajectory planning
the radiolucent plates of the C frame. In addition

If it is assumed that X-rays travel in straight lines andto being invariant to spatial orientation, the resulting
are not deflected when passing through an object, andcircular fiducials are also compact (i.e. have a low
that the X-ray source can be approximated to a perfectperimeter–area ratio), thus minimizing measurement
point source, radiography can be considered to be aerrors associated with the digitizing process.
special case of central projection, in which all rays (orIn order to establish corresponding real world–image
‘lines of sight’) pass through the focus of the X-raypoint pairs, the image analysis software must be able to
source (i.e. a perspective centre). When this imaginguniquely identify or ‘label’ each of the fiducial markers
model is applied to the geometry of the C frame, theappearing within the field of view. Because the position
photogrammetric reconstruction process takes the formof the C frame is not fixed with respect to the C-arm
shown in Fig. 9. The three-dimensional location of anunit, this unique fiducial identification process can only
imaged target point T is therefore obtained, with respectbe achieved by introducing reference or datum markers
to the coordinate system of the C frame, by recon-into the field of view (e.g. larger diameter ball-bearings,
structing two ‘intersecting’ lines of sight. In practice,

or washers). These reference markers also allow both the
measurement errors ensure that the two lines of sight do

in-plane angular orientation of the C frame (i.e. a grid not accurately intersect, and the location of the target
rotation angle) and the dimensions of the grid pattern point is estimated by calculating the point of nearest
(in pixels) to be estimated. When the C frame and the approach between the two lines of sight.
patient are imaged together, a typical registration image, Applying vector analysis, the PA view line of sight can
incorporating fiducial patterns provided by an adjacent be determined from the location of the relevant X-ray
pair of calibration plates, therefore takes the form shown focal point ( labelled PA Focal in Fig. 9) and the point
in Fig. 8. at which the desired line of sight passes through either

The image scanning routine works by initially locating of the PA calibration plates on the C frame (i.e. PA/X
the reference markers of a particular calibration plate. or PA/S):
The coordinate (pixel ) data provided by these reference
markers then allows the ‘expected’ locations of the other
fiducials in the relevant grid pattern to be estimated. A RPA=AXPA/XYPA/X

ZPA/XB+lPA AXPA Focal−XPA/X
YPA Focal−YPA/X
ZPA Focal−ZPA/XB (1)

circular area of interest centred at each of these predicted
locations is then automatically scanned, by applying an
appropriate sequence of image enhancement, segmen- where (XPA Focal , YPA Focal , ZPA Focal) are the coordinates
tation and pattern recognition–subpixel measurement of the PA view X-ray focal point with respect to the
routines. The resulting image coordinate data are then coordinate system of the C frame, (XPA/X , YPA/X , ZPA/X)
written to file in an array format. are the coordinates, with respect to the coordinate

system of the C frame, of the point at which the desired
line of sight passes through the PA view XRII calibration
plane (defined by the calibration plate nearest to the
X-ray image intensifier) and lPA is a constant.

Similarly, the lateral-to-medial view line of sight can be
calculated from the coordinates of the lateral view X-ray
focal point ( labelled Lat. Focal in Fig. 9) and either of the
intersection points with the lateral-to-medial view cali-
bration plates of the C frame (i.e. Lat/X or Lat/S):

RLat=AXLat/XYLat/X
ZLat/XB+lLat AXLat Focal−XLat/X

YLat Focal−YLat/X
ZLat Focal−ZLat/XB (2)

where (XLat Focal , YLat Focal , ZLat Focal) are the coordinates
of the lateral-to-medial view X-ray focal point with
respect to the coordinate system of the C frame, (XLat/X ,
YLat/X, ZLat/X) are the coordinates, with respect to the co-
ordinate system of the C frame, of the point at which the
desired line of sight passes through the lateral-to-medial
view XRII calibration plane and lLat is a constant.

As a consequence, the photogrammetric reconstruc-
tion process requires the (pixel ) coordinates of the targetFig. 8 A simulated C-frame registration image (simulated PA

view of plastic femur–C-frame combination) point to be measured in both images. In other words,
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Fig. 9 The C-frame-based photogrammetric reconstruction process

having initially located the target point in the PA view, view to improving the accuracy of the guide wire inser-
tion process, the computer-assisted trajectory planningthe corresponding point must then be identified in the

lateral-to-medial view. Since the PA and lateral-to- scheme summarized by Fig. 10 has therefore been
developed.medial views are orthogonal to one another and as such

are very dissimilar, this complicated image-matching Owing to the simplicity of the desired guide wire
trajectory, an interactive indication process, whichproblem is potentially a major source of errors. With a

Fig. 10 Computer-assisted planning of the guide wire trajectory
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requires the selection of an entry point and an end point squares calculation, which attempts to minimize the sum
of the distances from each of the lines of sight to ain both views, has been adopted. The surgeon is therefore

provided with a PC-mouse-driven human–computer given point.
Knowledge of the PA view effective focal point allowsinterface, which allows trajectories to be indicated as

graphical overlays on top of the calibrated fluoroscopic the lines of sight which pass through the entry and end
points indicated by the surgeon in the PA image to beimages. Accordingly, the ideal entry and end points are

initially indicated on the PA view. The trajectory plan- reconstructed. However, when projecting these lines of
sight into the lateral-to-medial image, the effects ofning software then uses the pixel coordinates of these

entry and end points, and the calibration data provided image distortion must be taken into account. As illus-
trated in Fig. 12, each of the PA view lines of sight isby the C frame, to reconstruct the corresponding lines

of sight. The appropriate world–image transformations therefore sampled at fixed increments. Lines of sight
which pass through the lateral view effective focal pointare then used to project the two lines of sight into the

lateral-to-medial image. As indicated by Fig. 10, the sur- and each of these sample points are then reconstructed,
thus allowing the points at which these new lines of sightgeon then uses these projected lines to guide selection of

the entry and end points in the lateral-to-medial view. intersect the lateral view source calibration plate of the
C frame to be calculated. These real-world intersectionThe main prerequisite of this trajectory planning

scheme is knowledge of the PA and lateral-to-medial points are then converted into pixel coordinates by
applying localized world–image transformations. Theview X-ray source locations. Given that the central pro-

jection model assumes that all lines of sight pass through desired ‘image-matching lines’ are then obtained by
drawing line segments between the resulting imagethe X-ray focal point, as illustrated in Fig. 11, effective

focal point locations F can be obtained from the intersec- (pixel ) locations. In practice, due to the effects of image
distortion, connecting the projected points in thistion of several reconstructed lines of sight. Having

scanned the appropriate registration image, the real- manner actually causes a pair of matching ‘curves’ to be
overlaid into the lateral-to-medial image.world and image coordinates of the fiducials provided

by the XRII calibration plate (i.e. the calibration plate
nearest to the X-ray image intensifier) are known. Lines 4.4 Compensation for image distortion effects
of sight which pass through these XRII plate fiducials
and the desired effective focal point can therefore be The mobile C-arm fluoroscopy unit allows direct vis-

ualization of dynamic X-ray images, via the use of anreconstructed by calculating the points at which they
intersect the adjacent source calibration plate (i.e. the X-ray image intensifier tube. X-rays entering the input

window of this device are initially absorbed by a fluo-calibration plate nearest to the X-ray source).
In practice, these source plate intersection points rescent input phosphor, resulting in the production of

light quanta (i.e. photons). These photons then hit aare obtained by applying the distortion compensa-
tion (image–world transformation) scheme described in photocathode, which is in contact with the input phos-

phor, where they cause photoelectrons to be emitted.Section 4.4 to the image coordinates of the XRII fidu-
cials and the calibration data provided by the source The photoelectrons are then accelerated by an electro-

static field and are focused by an electron-optical systemplate fiducials. Having reconstructed several (typically
16–25) lines of sight, the required location of the effec- towards an anode aperture. After passing through this

‘electron focus’, the photoelectrons then strike an outputtive focal point is estimated by performing a least-

Fig. 11 Estimation of the effective X-ray focal point
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Fig. 12 Projecting a PA line of sight into the lateral view

phosphor where they produce a visible-light image. The Unfortunately, it can easily be demonstrated that
photocathode curvature is not the only source of imagerequired video images are then obtained from the output

window of the X-ray image intensifier tube using either distortion. Figure 13 shows a ‘difference’ or ‘subtraction’
image which was produced by digitally subtracting a ‘PA’a Vidicon camera (in the case of older C-arm units) or

a charge-coupled device camera (in the case of modern (C-arm arc rotation of 0°) image of a calibration object
from the corresponding ‘lateral’ (C-arm arc rotation ofC-arm units). The amplified output from the camera is

then transmitted as a video signal to a conventional tele- 90°) image of the object. Given that the calibration
object, which consists of an aluminium plate into whichvision monitor, thus allowing real-time viewing of the

fluroscopic images. Alternatively, as in the case of the a grid of holes has been accurately drilled, was rigidly
attached to the image intensifier housing, these PA androbotic application described in this paper, a videolink

can be established with this display monitor, thus lateral images should be identical, thus producing a
blank ‘difference’ image. However, this is evidently notallowing digital sampling of the video signal.

Modern image intensifier tubes employ an electrostatic the case, with the ‘distorted’ locations of both the PA
(white) and the lateral (black) fiducials being clearlylens design, in which the photocathode and anode are

both curved spherically and have a common centre visible in Fig. 13.
These frequently overlooked discrepancies are mainlypoint. As a result, the electron ‘image’ formed at the

photocathode is produced by central projection from the
X-ray source on to a curved surface. The outcome of
this image formation process is a fluoroscopic image
which exhibits noticeable spatial distortion and associ-
ated intensity variations. This phenomenon is generally
referred to as ‘pincushion distortion’.

Since the magnitude of the pincushion distortion effect
is usually too significant to be neglected, fluoroscopy-
based X-ray photogrammetry requires an additional
image distortion correction process to be performed. If
it is assumed that image distortion is symmetrical over
the entire field of view, a global polynomial function
can be used to estimate the relationship between output
(distorted image) and input (real-world) coordinates
[17–19]. The coefficients of such a relationship are gener-
ally determined by imaging a calibration grid which pro-
vides a series of fiducial points with known (real-world)
coordinates. However, in reality, image distortion is
often found to be asymmetrical across the field of view.
A number of workers have therefore proposed the use
of correction schemes employing a mosaic of localized
correction functions [20–22]. Several analytical tech- Fig. 13 A typical PA–lateral subtraction image of the cali-
niques, based upon mathematical modelling of the pro- bration object. The white arrow indicates the location

of the centre marker of the calibration objectjection process, have also been reported [23–25 ].
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attributable to the influence of the geomagnetic field
upon the electrons inside the image intensifier tube.
When an electron travels through a magnetic field, it
experiences an induced force which, in accordance with
the Lorentz force law [26 ], acts at right angles to both
its velocity and the magnetic field. In the case of the
image intensifier tube, this induced force deflects elec-
trons from their true trajectories and therefore represents
an additional source of image distortion. The geometri-
cal form of this image distortion depends upon the orien-
tation of the image intensifier tube with respect to the
Earth’s magnetic field [27 ].

If the image intensifier tube is perpendicular to the
geomagnetic field, the induced force causes shifting (dis-
placement) of the image in one direction; a difference of

Fig. 14 Division of calibration image into triangular sub-2–3 mm (8 pixels) exists between the location of the cen-
regions. Numbered discs represent imaged fiducial

tral grid hole (indicated by the white arrow in Fig. 13) markers
in the PA and lateral views used to create the subtraction
image. By contrast, for the parallel orientation case, the
induced force causes rotation of the image. A character- where matrix [ W ] contains the real-world coordinates
istic S-shaped warping is therefore observed because this (X

i
, Y
i
, Z
i
) of the relevant fiducials, matrix [P] contains

image rotation effect is partially compensated for by the the image (pixel ) coordinates (x
i
, y
i
) of the rele-

‘magnetic’ shield which is placed around the sides of vant fiducials and matrix [A] contains the required
most image intensifier tubes. linear interpolation function coefficients, obtained by

In addition to the geomagnetic distortion effect, performing the calculation
the possibility of additional magnetic influences in the

[A]= [ W ][P]−1 (4)operating room cannot be overlooked. The image inten-
sifier housing of the C-arm unit is by necessity frequently For the scenario shown in Fig. 14, the image–world
placed in close proximity to large metallic objects (e.g. transformation would therefore be defined by
the operating table). Electromagnetic interference caused
by operating room equipment is also widely acknowl-
edged as being a significant problem. In relation to the CX5 X6 X8

Y5 Y6 Y8
Z5 Z6 Z8D=CA1,1 A1,2 A1,3

A2,1 A2,2 A2,3
A3,1 A3,2 A3,3D Cx5 x6 x8

y5 y6 y8
1 1 1 Dmobile C-arm fluoroscopy unit, the magnetic-related

image distortion effects are therefore highly unpredict-
able and, as such, cannot be modelled off line (i.e. pre-

(5)operatively).
Since the photogrammetric reconstruction process is Having determined the appropriate transformation

achieved via the use of the C frame, the same frame has coefficients [A
i,j

], the intersection of the line of sight of
also been used to provide calibration data for the distor- the target point with the calibration plate can then be
tion compensation process. In order to provide compen- obtained from
sation for image distortion effects, the calculation of the
appropriate calibration plate intersection points is there-
fore performed using the localized interpolation scheme CXtargetYtarget

ZtargetD=CA1,1 A1,2 A1,3
A2,1 A2,2 A2,3
A3,1 A3,2 A3,3D Cxtargetytarget

1 D (6)
summarized by Fig. 14.

Once the image analysis task has been performed,
both the image (pixel ) and the real-world (millimetre) where (xtarget, ytarget) are the measured (distorted) pixel
coordinates of the fiducial markers appearing within the coordinates of the target point and (Xtarget , Ytarget,field of view are known. By comparing the measured Ztarget) are the (‘undistorted’) coordinates of the desired
image coordinates of the target point T with the image intersection point.
coordinates of the fiducial markers of the relevant cali- The main advantage offered by this C-frame-based
bration plate, it is therefore possible to determine the technique is that data from the actual intraoperative
three closest fiducial markers (fiducials 5, 6 and 8 in images are used to perform the distortion compensation
Fig. 14), thereby defining a bounding triangle. A process. Consequently, assumptions do not have to be
localized image–world transformation can then be made with regards to the magnetic influences in the
defined for this specific triangular subregion of the operating room, the internal geometry of the image
image: intensifier tube or the orientation of the C-arm unit.

Each individual fluoroscopic image is therefore cali-[ W ]= [A][P] (3)
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brated using data that are valid for the specific imaging grammetry system is gained by reconstructing the
locations of fiducials which are not used during thegeometry used at the time of its acquisition.
calibration–registration process. In order to provide
these ‘independent’ test points a Perspex calibration

5 DISCUSSION object, into which four ball-bearings are embedded, has
been manufactured. Attaching this calibration object to
the prototype C frame therefore introduces four testOsteosynthesis procedures involve interactions with

inherently rigid structures (i.e. bones), and are therefore points into the field of view. The locations of these test
points, with respect to the coordinate system of theideal candidates for computer and robotic assistance.

Predictably, research groups working in this application C frame, have been independently verified using theodo-
lites. As such, an indication of the errors associated witharea have initially targeted the most frequently per-

formed and the most technically demanding internal the photogrammetric reconstruction process can be
obtained by interactively indicating the four test pointsfixation procedures. As a consequence, in addition to

studies of the hip fracture repair procedure [9, 28, 29 ], in both a ‘PA’ image and a ‘lateral-to-medial’ image.
As indicated in Table 1 (second row of results), whena variety of spinal fusion [30, 31] and femoral shaft frac-

ture repair [10, 32, 33 ] procedures are also currently photogrammetric reconstruction is performed using the
localized distortion compensation technique described inunder investigation. Given that each of these osteosynth-

esis studies involves a fluoroscopically guided drilling Section 4.4, tests involving the prototype C frame give a
maximum (absolute) reconstruction error of the orderprocess, the problem of incorporating fluoroscopic

images into an intraoperative registration strategy has of 0.88 mm. Applying the same reconstruction software
to a ‘classical’ biplane X-ray photogrammetry cali-had to be addressed.

In the case of the studies targeted at the distal inter- bration frame, which defines an identical measurement
volume to that of the prototype C frame, has led tolocking stage of the intramedullary nailing of femoral

shaft fractures [32, 33], an optoelectronic position sensor maximum reconstruction errors of the order of 0.48 mm.
The switch from interpolation- to extrapolation-based(Optotrak@) has been used to establish a common or

‘operating room’ coordinate system. However, trials reconstruction therefore accounts for an ‘acceptable’ loss
of precision of approximately 0.4 mm.have shown that maintaining an unobstructed line of

sight between the Optotrak sensor and the infrared light- With a view to evaluating the effectiveness of the
image distortion compensation scheme, tests have alsoemitting diode array mounted on the C-arm unit may

not always be practicable in the cluttered operating room been performed without adequate distortion compen-
sation. These tests involved the use of reconstructionenvironment [32].

Lavallée et al.[31] have investigated several intraoper- software based upon global distortion compensation
functions, which were derived by applying a least-ative registration strategies with a view to assisting the

insertion of pedicle screws during spinal fusion pro- squares fitting to the data provided by all the fiducials
appearing within the field of view. Given the asymmetri-cedures. Under their X-ray imaging-based registration

scenario [34], a robotic arm is used to position a radio- cal ( localized) nature of the image distortion effects, this
approach can lead to significant over-compensation orlucent calibration plate within the field of view of a flu-

oroscopy unit. Having acquired an image of the under-compensation. The resulting loss of precision, as
indicated by the third row of results in Table 1, thereforecalibration plate, the process is then repeated by moving

the plate to a second location within the field of view. provides a strong reminder of the potential pitfalls when
applying an extrapolation-based reconstruction tech-However, in order to accommodate this technique,

which allows the patient and the calibration object to be nique to a non-linear imaging system.
A more significant validation of the proposed regis-imaged separately, two intraoperative fluoroscopy sys-

tems must be used. tration technique has been obtained by performing simu-
lated guide wire insertion procedures on phantomThe registration strategy described in this paper rep-

resents an attempt to adopt a proven radiography-based (plastic) femurs containing pre-drilled holes. During
these system integration trials, the improved C-framemetrology technique to meet the requirements of an

intraoperative (fluoroscopy-based) application. In order design shown in Fig. 6 was used to derive drilling trajec-
tories, which were then downloaded to the system’sto achieve compatibility with both patient anatomy and

the mobile C-arm fluoroscopy unit, an extrapolation- robot controller. The prototype robotic manipulator
then aligned the guide wire with the reconstructed drill-based photogrammetric reconstruction process has been

advocated. Tests involving a prototype C frame indicate ing trajectory, prior to feeding it into the pre-drilled hole
in the plastic femur.that the loss of precision associated with this deviation

from the ‘classical’ photogrammetry approach is not sig- The results of the first six guide wire insertion trials
are summarized in Fig. 15. From this figure it can benificant in relation to the accuracy requirements of the

guide wire insertion process. seen that every attempt to insert the guide wire of 2.5 mm
diameter into the pre-drilled hole of 8 mm diameter inA true measure of the performance of an X-ray photo-
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Table 1 Typical photogrammetric reconstruction data, where the absolute error values E=�qx2+qy2+qz2

Calibration Image distortion Test point 1 Test point 2 Test point 3 Test point 4 Maximum error
frame geometry compensation (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

Biplane Localized 0.48 0.30 0.33 0.30 0.48
C frame Localized 0.78 0.42 0.88 0.84 0.88
C frame Global 2.98 2.60 2.99 3.40 3.40
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